To: Binghamton University Council  
From: Brian Rose, Vice President of Student Affairs  
Subject: Summary of Revised Parking Regulations

1. Attached is a redlined version of the proposed amendments to Part 566 Binghamton University Traffic and Parking regulations. The material changes to these rules are as follows:

   a. 566.0 Traffic regulations on State-Operated campuses. Add paragraph “(c)”. Outlines that Transportation and Parking Services and University Police enforce all parking, traffic and vehicle regulations.

   b. 566.3 Campus registration of motor vehicles. Section “(b)” subsection “(4)”. Added that University Police imposed traffic fines cannot be outstanding as a prerequisite to registering a vehicle on campus.

   c. 566.3 Campus registration of motor vehicles. Added to section “(f)”, subsection (1) and (2). Discusses registration fees for union members and how the registration fee should be calculated.

   d. 566.3 Student Vehicles. Added to section “(g)”, “without permission given by Parking Services Director.”

   e. 566.3. Campus registration of motor vehicles. Added or changed section (h). Discusses how Veterans parking fees are waived except registration fees.

   f. 566.3 Temporary Registration Permits. Added or changed section “(i)”. Discusses that temporary permits must not exceed 3 times per year.

   g. 566.3 Fees. Added to section “(j)”, “by the Parking Services Office”.

   h. 566.4 Visitors. Change to section “(a)”, renamed ‘Binghamton University’ and ‘Binghamton University Foundation’ within guidelines of who constitutes as a visitor.

   i. 566.4 Visitors. Added to section “(b)”. Subsection “(1)” was added to require all construction vehicles, regardless of parking location to register their vehicle with Parking Services.

   j. 566.5 Parking regulations. Section “(c)”. Added motorhomes and trailers as an example of living quarters.

   k. 566.5 Parking regulations. Section “(d)”, renamed “Parking Services Office”.

   l. 566.5 Parking regulations. Section “(f)”, subsection “(2)” add “and Event Parking” to specify lot restrictions determined by Parking Services.

   m. 566.5 Parking regulations. Section “(f)”, subsection “(4)”, part “(i)” and subsection “(6)” were deleted in their entirety. There are no longer snow lots.
n. 566.5 Parking regulations. Section “(f)”, subsection “(5)” and subsection “(6)” simplified
lot designations. Parking areas changed in both subsections.
o. 566.5 Parking regulations. Section “(f)”, subsection “(8)” Disability & Accessible parking
Policy. Change wording and signage required labeling to be more compliant with state
and federal regulations.
p. 566.5 Enforcement and penalties. Section “(c)”, subsection “(1)”, part “(i)”. Now
Indicates that parking violations can be waived for certain violations. Also added specific
signage labeled, “reserved parking”.
q. 566.5 Enforcement and penalties. Section “(f)”, subsection “(8)”, part “(iii,iv). Changed
wording to “disability and accessible parking” to be more compliant with state and
federal regulations. Also added that these special zones are only for those who “have a
University issued permit and an issued NYS permanent plate or temporary placard”.
r. 566.5 Enforcement and penalties. Section “(f)”, subsection “(9)”, added additional
Information Booth hours on Friday, “7:30am-3:30pm”. Also added “Electric Vehicle
parking is available for a fee with an authorized charge station”.
s. 566.5 Enforcement and penalties. Section “(h)”, changed file location to “Parking
Services Director”, eliminating Director of Public Safety.
t. 566.6 Enforcement. Section “(c)”, replaced authorization of snowmobiles and all-terrain
vehicles by Public Safety Office to “University Police Department”.
u. 566.7 Moving and parked vehicles. Section “(b)” added to describe violations resulting
from moving and parked vehicles on campus.
v. 566.7 Enforcement and penalties. Section “(d)”. Added subsection “(8)” indicates that
parking in more than one parking space is a violation. Changed subsection “(11)” in
order to enforce vehicle violations. Changed subsection “(12)” in order to enforce
other vehicle and traffic violations. Added note that parking regulations are listed online
at University transportation and parking website.
w. 566.7 Enforcement and penalties. Section “(g)” Enforcement and Appeals, section “(1)”,
part “(iii)” and “(iv)” changed the time-frame for the appeal process and when Parking
Services can report delinquency to Student Accounts.
x. 566.7 Enforcement and penalties. Section “(g)”, subsection “(2)”. Changed to Vice
President of Student Affairs.
y. 566.7 Enforcement and penalties. Section “(i)” added discussing penalties to individuals
who violate traffic control signs on campus.
z. 566.7 Enforcement and penalties. Section “(j)”. Allows Parking Services, in consultation
with Human Resources, to empower other departments to enforce parking, traffic and
vehicle regulations.
aa. 566.8 Appeals. Section “(a)” outlines the timeframes for filing an appeal with Parking
Services and venues to file an appeal.
bb. 566.9 Regulatory signs and pedestrian crosswalks. Section “(b)” added additional
regulations regarding vehicles yielding when approaching crosswalks and while
pedestrians are in crosswalks.
c. 566.9 Regulatory signs and pedestrian crosswalks. Sections “(f)” thru “(i)” were either
updated or had additions added to outline signage, crosswalks, one-way roadway
sections and no stopping areas.
2. The proposed changes will be presented at the June 16, 2017 Binghamton Council Meeting.